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Dental technology 

Application of engineering tools, 

material sciences and..  

arts of fabrication technology  
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Requirements 

 

 

 

 

 Long-term predictability 

 Convincing functional outcomes 

 Lasting natural esthetics 

 Excellence through teamwork 
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Life time learning 

 

Necessity in continuing education & training 
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Future Trends 

 1. Employ telescope crowns via Galvano-

precipitation (Electroformed or metal 

plated technique) 
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Above: Removable prostheses, without attachments 

Left: Telescopic unilateral RPD 
Below :Gold plated denture base 



Future Trends 

 2. Laser solder (repair, modification, 

addition of structural components) 
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Future Trends 

 3. Utilizing implant supporting distal 

extension RPDs, tooth supported mixed 

with implant removable prostheses 
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Future Trends 

 4. Lab-dentist communication 

improvement: email, skype, motion picture 

etc. 
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 5. Employ attachments with removable 

prostheses 

 

Future Trends 
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 6. AI (Artificial Intelligence) for RPD design 

(graphic printout and design decision) 

 

Future Trends 
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Galvano-precipitation 

 Why? 

 1. Dimensional accuracy 

No investment, no wax, no burn-out, 

Therefore, less shrinkage, less 
expansion 
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Galvano-precipitation 

 Why? 

 2. Metal hardness 

 Pure gold is softer, less damage to metal 

coping or primary crown  

 Less corrosion (with bi-metallic contact, 

and.. with single stand metal in oral cavity) 
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A sample design 

 Telescope crowns 
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A sample design 

  

 
Precision attachments 
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Telescopic crown attached to 
removable prosthesis frame 

Made of pure gold  

Gold alloy 

Primary crowns 
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Secondary crowns 
or telescopic crowns 

 To apply or incorporated with removable 
denture 
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A textbook 

 

Edited by Wirz: Prof. Dr. Med. Dent. U. of Basel, Switzerland 

 and Hoffmann: Master dental technician Moringen, Germany  

 2000AD  

More info: http://www.weideland.dental.de 

                   http://www.heraeus.dental.de 

                       http://electroforming.de 
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http://www.heraeus.dental.de/
http://www.heraeus.dental.de/


Bimetallic corrosion 

 

Why?  …Less corrosion to pure precious metal  
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EDX = Electron Diffraction X-ray 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EDX analysis of electro-formed fixtures 

 compared with high purity gold 
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fine gold 99.99% 

1 = Heraeus  

2 = Helioform 

3 = Gammat  
    
 1, 2 and 3 are commercial names of the 

system 
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Product outcome 

Splint crowns With hollow joint 
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Die coated  
with silver 

Finished 

substructure 
Inlay work 



 

Primary crown         Secondary crown 

Cast metal            galvano-precipitate  
  

Die..    coated with silver 
connect with copper wire 
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Periodic table of elements 
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Primary crowns in mouth 
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Overlay-removable partial denture in place 
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Laser soldering 

 When, where? 

 Addition to a framework 

 Telescopic crown attached to removable 

frame 

 Attaching wrought wire to RPD frame 
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Laser soldering 

 

YAG single Pulse power 150 watts 
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Laser soldering 

 Why? 

 Less heat dissipation 

 Less damage to the remaining structures 

e.g. PMMA structures  
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Solder Spots  

Less damage to  
surrounding structures 

cast metal frame as an addition part 

Work on stone gypsum model 
 not on refractory model  
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Implant supported removable 
prostheses  

 Distal extension RPDs 

 Complete dentures 

 Maxillofacial defect cases 

 Perio-compromised cases 

 Lack of key abutments 

 General cases 
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To transform a free-end case 
 into a rigid support foundation case  
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Glue telescope or secondary crown 

 onto the framework via 
 self-cured composite resin 
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A sample of self-cured composite resin, 
 Ceka Site (grey color) 
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Attachments in RPDs 

Preci vertix attachment 

Ceka attachment 
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Attachments in RPDs 

 Why:   To eliminate clasp appearance 

  Types 

                                         frictional                                    
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Sand blast 



Attachments in RPDs 

 Why:   To provide adequate retention and 

support 

  Types 

                                          

                                             mechanical lock                                   
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Attachments in RPDs 

 Why:   To eliminate clasp appearance 

 

                                                  

 

                                                 magnet 
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Attachments in RPDs 

 Problems:  Technical sensitive and require 
precise technique;  
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Attachments in RPDs 

 Problems:  Technical sensitive and require 

precise technique;  not  many technicians 
and dentists work with them correctly   

Use different technique 
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Lab-dentist communication 
improvement 
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Written instruction 



Lab-dentist communication 
improvement 
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 Photos, and other details in order form 

may attached file via E-mail etc. 



Lab-dentist communication 
improvement 

 Checking wax pattern and occlusal 

relation in articulator will reduce lab errors. 

 To check design, components, clasp 
undercuts, wax thickness etc. 
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Color identification 
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 Identify denture base shade and special 
characterization 



Titanium alloy framework 

  Waiting list for future trend. 

Titanium 
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Titanium alloy framework 

  Waiting list for future trend. 

 Due to cost-benefit, and high temperature 

required for melting this alloy, investment 

and burn-out temperature are technical 
problems.  
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High heat resistance investment 
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Artificial intelligence and Design 

 Decision tree, knowledge expert, graphic 
design, software 



This is final graphic design 
from computer program. 
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This is final graphic design 
from computer program. 
 
Comment… 
Graphic design figure is not nice though!! 
Designed components lack of continuity. 
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Flash Idea 

  Surface science technology 

Bio-adhesion  
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Flash Idea 

 Coating PMMA & Co-Cr-Mo alloy 
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Flash Idea 

 Coating PMMA & Co-Cr-Mo alloy 

 With photocatalyst Ti-oxide 

 Reasons 1.bacteriocide, 2.fungicide 

 Technique: Electron-sputtering? 

 Technology for coating ceramics, leather 

etc. 

 Make removable prosthesis with a self-

cleansing surface!! 
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Flash Idea 

 Self-cleansing surface removable 
prostheses!!! 
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Flash Idea 

 Coating PMMA & Co-Cr-Mo alloy 

 More info: A. Fugishima, K. Hashimoto, T. 

Watanabe, “Titanium oxide Photocatalysis 

Fundamental and Application” BKC, Inc. May 

1999, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 

http://www.thaiceramist.com 
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Finale 

 I wish academic activity you’ve attended, 

will empower us (dental society) with 

knowledge and enthusiasm. Hence, we 

need to take control of our own destiny. 

 …………………………Vichet Chindavanig 
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